
2018 Questionnaire Results
From May 2018 Monthly Meeting

66 in total completed,  62 at the meeting on the day, 4 returned by post



Question 1 How long have you been a member of U3A Todmorden? 

Question 2  Are you or have you ever been a member of another U3A group?
All replies no, except for one, see Q3

Question 3  If yes, which? 
One answer -  Ilkley

Question 4  How often do you attend U3A Todmorden Monthly Meetings?



Question 5 – If you never come to Monthly Meetings, feel free to tell us why.
65 people did not answer.
1 person said they were too busy and their Thursdays were regularly booked.

Question 6 – What are your reasons for attending or not attending Monthly
Meetings?

Attendance – Speakers and Topics
‘Some great speakers, but some so boring.’
‘Enjoy most speakers; enjoy the social side of things.’
‘To hear the speakers and book seats for Let’s Go.’
‘Interest in speaker; no clashes.’
‘If the speaker sounds interesting.’
‘All down to the speaker/subject.’
‘Come when topic is specially interesting, as usually on grandparent duties.’
‘Enjoy speakers and meeting people.’
‘Speakers initially, then committee member.’
‘May find something new and interesting.’
‘Mainly attend because I fancy the topic.’

Attendance – Talks and Social Occasion
‘Interesting talks and meeting other people.’
‘I enjoy the talks and mixing with people.’
‘Mostly interesting talks/meeting other people.’
‘Enjoy the talks and the gossip.’
‘To show support for committee and speakers, and to widen my knowledge-base.’
‘Enjoy the different folks.’
‘Good speakers and friendly members.’
‘Meeting speakers and friends.’
‘Meeting people, and the talks.’
‘Interesting, stimulating, friendly interaction – really enjoy it.’
‘I attend to enjoy the company and information provided.’
‘Social stimulation.’

Attendance - Other
‘Attend when I can.’
‘I attend when I’m in the UK.’
‘For information about how to lead monthly meetings and for helping the committee.’
‘The variety of things said or shown.’

Non-attendance – Clashes and Other Reasons
‘Clashes with existing regular appointment.’
‘Weather, family, subject, other appointment.’
Forgetting.
‘Other commitments sometimes clash.’
‘If I forget or I’m busy doing something else.’
‘Holidays.’
‘Attend as many meetings as possible, but am abroad 4 months of the year.’
‘Always attend unless on holiday.’
‘Moved to Burnley.’



‘Depends on the topic and my diary.’
‘Either unavailable – rarely – not interested in topic.’
‘I would attend more if at home.’
‘Other commitments or away.’
‘Depends on other meetings.’
‘I miss because of a serious attack of holidays.’
‘If I don’t fancy the topic, I don’t attend.’

Neutral
‘For information about how to lead monthly meetings and for helping the committee.’

Question 7  - How do you find out about Monthly Meetings?



Question 8  How strongly does each of the following aspects of Monthly
Meetings appeal to you?





Question 9  If the table does not make this clear, which of these is the most
important to you?

Question 10  Overall how would you rate meetings?



Pathways - Peter Thornton and Ray Riches
(9)
(Both Calderdale and Pacific Rim talk)
Local interest and the humour between them.
Local interest, good speaker.
Very amusing.
Informative and amusing.
Comedy, and informative.
Funny and informative.

The Deaf Music Man (7)
Very interesting and well presented.
Extremely entertaining.
Brilliant, witty, and informative.
Very informative and funny – and inclusive of
the audience.

Saltaire and Titus Salt (5)
Very entertaining/amusing and informative.
Learned a lot about Titus Salt.
Great speaker.
Great info, loathed the speaker.

Bali and Batik (2)
Spoke of batik and showed examples.

Lynne Midwinter - Health for Older People
(2)
Having everyone doing exercises.
Useful exercises.

Dwarfism (2)
New insight.

Journeys on Canal Boats (2)
Good speaker, interesting content.

Chandra Law (2)
Funny and informative.
So interesting.

My Life in Venice

The man who came at Xmas and did Music
Hall stuff

The Galapagos Islands

The Battle of the Somme

Orientalism in music
Excellent speaker and musician.

Bolton Abbey Land Agent
Very interesting

National Service
Good speaker and very entertaining

‘Holiday’ in the South Pole area
Admire people’s courage.

Hydroponics
Presentation, format and info very polished and
fascinating.

Shakespeare – Eight Kings and a Dog

History of Hardcastle Crags
Detailed and knowledgeable 

Food Distribution
Excellent

Bus Pass from North-East to Land’s End
Great speaker.

Other Comments
The amusing ones.
Can’t remember.
All interesting even when topic not normally of
interest.
Nothing comes to mind.
Musical one
Doctor

Question 11 – What was the talk you remember most, and why?
(number in brackets indicates number of times a talk was picked out as memorable.)



Question 12 – What topics would you like to see speakers cover in future
Monthly Meetings?

(Number indicates popularity of suggested topic.)
Nothing special (9)
Local History/Local Area (7)
Historical (5)
Travel (3)
Health (2)
The Co-op Movement
Music
Wildlife
Transport
Art
Dementia / Autism
Volunteering
Events
Environment
Botany
Farming
Science

Specified Speakers
Esther Ranzek – silver
Christine Griffiths – preparing for end of life

Other Comments
‘Less nostalgia, more of a lecture’ and ‘good speakers’.
Return of the 5 minute talks about different groups.

Question 13 – How might Monthly Meetings be made more appealing, if at all?

•Question time is boring – seems to be an opportunity to outdo the speaker.
•Have a sing-song.
•Look after new members and visitors by mentoring them for a couple of weeks.
•Talks that are less nostalgic and more of a lecture.
•Moving side tables more quickly at the end of a meeting so chairs can be put away sooner.
•If we did make it more appealing could we all fit in?
•Hard for deaf people, and rude if people talk during the sessions.
•Not sure. (2)
•Open the toilets downstairs.
•Less entertainment, more facts.
•Talk titles do not give enough indication of what the talk will cover.
•Ask members what they want. More participation.
•Proper cups.
•Earlier start – 1.00 for 1.15 would be great.

I think they’re already appealing. (4)
If it becomes more popular, we will burst out of the hall.



Art Club
Good opportunity for relaxed self-guided prac-
tice.
A wide range of art.
Fun.
Improvement in all classes.
The attributes of watercolours and acrylics.

Art Appreciation
Interesting talks and gallery visits.
Broad range of art-based topics from fine art to
glass.
About artists I was not aware of.
About local artists.
Loads: too much to go into.
Widened my range of art knowledge.
More about local and contemporary art.
New ways of looking at art.
Enjoyed gallery visits.

Practical Art
Great guided opportunities for multi-media
experiments.
Cover a wide range of art projects.
Many practical artistic skills.
Use of different media – inspiring leaders and
helpful comments.
A variety of art skills.
A lot about myself.

Craft
My favourite is felting.
A wide range of new skills.
Many new handicraft skills.
Many different crafts.

Badminton and Table Tennis
Better and fitter.
To exercise and how to play badminton and to
have FUN.
To play badminton better and to learn people’s
names.
How to play badly.

Concert Party
Tolerance.

Creative Writing
More than I’ll admit.
Stretches my creativity.
Not to be frightened of reading out my work.
Confidence in trying new ideas.
Writing is fun.

French Conversation
To think on my feet in French.
Updating language skills.
Learnt confidence and vocab.
Keeping up my French.

Gardening
Lots about gardens indoor and outside.
Lots about plants.

French Improvers
Consolidating and furthering existing knowl-
edge.
Practising conversational French.

German
We have to work hard and be prepared to do
homework. A very stimulating supportive group.
Development of German language skills.
Lots of German grammar.

Greek
Lots of grammar and vocab.

Italian for Beginners
The beginnings of learning Italian.

Let’s Go
Very friendly.
Enjoyed Richmond.
You have to book early or the coach is full.
Learn different things at different venues.
Enjoy travelling to different places.

Lunch Club
Found some very nice eating places.
Friendship and interesting food.
Enjoyed meeting members socially.
How nice people are always.

Question 14 – What have you learned from each of the Special Interest
Groups that you are part of?



Mah Jong
I’ve learned how to play mah jong.
The more you play, the better you remember
the discarded tiles and the way special hands
are composed.
How to play.
To play the game.

Novel Appreciation
There are many novels in the world, and a lot
are not ones I enjoy.

Old English
Anglo-Saxon vocab etc, history of the period
and how beautiful it sounds when read aloud.

Quiz
How little I know.
A few facts.
That quizzes can be fun.
Learned all sorts, not all remembered.

Social History
How ordinary people made our world.

Victorian/Edwardian social history of Lancashire
and Yorkshire

Scrabble
Improved my Scrabble, learned new words, had
fun.
A lot of etymology, plus local info informally.
Many new words.
New words.
Science
Environmental science and other general
knowledge.
A lot.
A lot that’s hard to understand, but good to
know about.

Walking Group
Friendship / exercise.
Enjoy shorter local walks as well as my longer
ones.

Wine Tasting
I don’t like all win

Question 15  What other Special Interest Groups do you belong to?
(How many SIGs do you belong to?)



Question 16 – Are there any Special Interest Groups you’d like to see started?
(Number indicates popularity of topics proposed.)

47 did not answer, others proposed more than one SIG.
No (4)
French for Near-Beginners (2)
Theatre/Drama (2)
Spanish
Spanish for Beginners
Archaeology
Practical Conservation
Astronomy
Fabric Crafts
Embroidery
French Conversation
Yoga
Zumba
Line Dance
Ramblers
Dancing
DIY
Snooker
Ornithology
Transport History
Bird Watching
Local History
Egyptian Hieroglyphics
American Literature
Another Art/Craft group

A few 6-week courses on specific topics, even if we had to pay.

Question 17 – Do you find it easy to be involved with U3A Todmorden? If not,
what might make it easier?

35 people said they find it easy to be involved in U3A Tod.

Things that would make it easier still: good communication.

A few responses mentioned personal things such as not being ill and personal diary planning as
preventing their making better use of U3A.



Question 18 
Question 19 – How would you like to be involved with running a group or
involved with the management committee?

63 people did not answer. 3 did.
One person would like to run groups for ornithology and transport history.
Another would be happy to convene ‘almost anything providing it does not require
computer competency.’

Question 20  Did you know there is a U3A Todmorden website?



Question 21 – Website: 
If you know there is a website do you look at it?

And how often do you look at it and what for?
(number indicates frequency of the response)
Once a month, general and specific info. (4)
Frequently to check what’s going on.(2)
Once a week approx.
Very often, to add and subtract items.
Twice a month I add comments and put stuff on.
To find out about groups.(4)
To keep in touch.
Occasionally for info. (9)
Not often. (8)

Question 22  Did you know there is a U3A Todmorden Facebook page?



Question 23 – If yes, do you look at our Facebook page?

If ‘yes’, how often and what for?
There were 16 responses. Responses range between ‘almost daily’ and ‘about twice a year’.
Several people clearly don’t like Facebook. However, no overall evidence that can be useful for
the committee.



•Sneaking through a no-entry with Alan Fowler
at Masson Hill to see the river.

•Discussing group names for birds on a bridge
at Kedleston Hall. Lots of laughter.

•Many laughs and chuckles mainly due to
friends.

•Trip to CERN.

•My first monthly meeting had a speaker from
Calderdale Mental Health. A heavy subject but
beautifully presented and later there were very
intelligent questions from the floor from very
elderly people with very active brains.

•The deaf musician.

•Meeting people at the groups I attend, many
of whom have become particular friends.

•From the members at a meeting. Humour is
always memorable.

•David Cross’ last AGM: a masterclass in effi-
ciency and good humour.

•No one moment, but ongoing mental stimulus
and continuing company of like-minded friends.

•I don’t have a most memorable moment –
yet!

•Having to give a talk on the queen of the un-
dersea world.

•Performing in old people’s homes – very sat-
isfying. Also being greeted in the street by other
members of U3A. It is a very integrated group.

•King John – a play by one of the groups.

•The first writers’ meeting. I was very nervous
but the group were welcoming and helpful.

•I joined the table tennis and badminton group
and was really enjoying it. I was playing a man
in his 80s, and though I was running around a
lot he was ruthlessly showing me how the game
should be played. Running to retrieve a ball, my
left leg gave way and I pulled the muscle in my
calf. It was very painful, embarrassing, and took
a couple of months to get back to normal. I
haven’t been back since – concerned it will hap-
pen again.

•A first performance with the concert party –
Xmas 2008.

•Overall being part of a wider group of people
and good to have involvement from Hebden
Bridge etc. I’m quite sure that many new friend-
ships have been formed as a result of U3A Tod.
Congratulations and thanks to you all. 

•Visit with Science Group to nuclear fuel man-
ufacturing plant – absolutely fascinating
and new to me.

•The visit to see Countdown being filmed was
our first outing.

•Being a widow, U3A Tod is an easy group to
join as a single person. People have been so
friendly. Thank you.

•Too many things are funny and/or illuminating
to choose.

•My first win at table tennis, or forcefully (ver-
bally) challenging a climate change denier at
the

•Natural History Group.The first meeting and
joining.

•I was widowed in 2015. Having lived in Heb-
den Bridge for over 40 years, and having
moved away, U3A Tod allows me to keep in
touch with friends.

•Making new friends.

•It’s all too good – today I specially loved the
Concert Party – might be interested in joining
that.

•Lots of them really, especially ones that are
uplifting and humorous.

•Can’t pick one out – too many.

•When we had the Red Hat Do with Jean.

•Picture of a knitted Ferrari – Art Appreciation
Group, speaker from Sirdar Wools.

Question 24 – What is the most memorable moment for you?

Question 25 – Fun Picture Quiz - no results required.



ANIMAL

•Penguin – very sociable.

•Cat -  independent, but like
people / Capable of energy,
but capable also of infinite 
contemplation.

•Teddy Bear – cuddly and
fun.

•Octopus – it has many
arms. / With enough arms to 
encompass many people. / Many
tentacles. / Lots of good things.

•Monkey – friendly and 
inventive.

•Cheetah – lots of interesting
spots.

•Elephant – never forgets. 

•Koala Bear – cuddly,
friendly, harmless, aspires to
heights

•Dinosaur - !

•Donkey – not very bright!

•Giant Tortoise – ageing, but
still going.

•Labrador – friendly with a
quiz in its mouth.

•Sheep Dog – friendly,
rounds us up and keeps us in
order.(3)

•A Great Northern WoodAnt

•Chameleon – changes to fit
the situation / Many colours i.e.
great variety

•Border Collie Dog – on
Yorkshire/Lancashire border.

•Bee – busy bee.

•Ferret – ferreting out
speakers.

FURNITURE

•Table – amply spread with
goodies.

•3 Legged Stool – stable
and a great support

•Step Ladder – lots of steps
to go to

•Anything sturdy and robust

•Curio Chest with many 
drawers to open.

•Comfortable Sofa – warm,
friendly, comfortable.

•Comfy Armchair with
Cuppa and Biscuit

•Chest of Drawers – open
the drawers and find all the 
interesting things inside./ with
drawers and drawers of 
knowledge

•Chesterfield – old and 
comfortable.

•Old Sofa – bursting at
seams, spreading and comfort-
able.

•Reclining Armchair Linked
to Wi-Fi etc

•Apothecaries Drawers –
lots of facets.

•Round Table – opportunity
to see everyone.

•G-Plan Coffee Table –
we’re of that age and we dis-
cuss stuff over coffee

•Bookcase – full of knowl-
edge / with many volumes of 
interesting topics

•Desk – full of information

•Windsor Stick-Back Chair•Chair – we sit down.

•Exercise Bike – exercises
the mind

FRUIT

•Cashew Nut – intensely 
nourishing

•Prune – attractively wrinkly

•Peach – all-rounder, juicy 
inside

•Lemon – very sharp

•Grapefruit – interesting

•Granny Smith•Orange – fruity / colourful /
take a section at a time, some
sweet, some tart / peel off the
skin and lots of juicy bits inside

•Satsuma – bright sunny
colour and inside you will find
disparate sections

•Melon – seeds (members)
enclosed by rind (the U3A
membership)

•Rhubarb (Crumble)

•Pomegranate – many small
things inside one skin / lots of
seeds with the potential to
grow into something fantastic /
big and sweet

•Strawberry – juicy, bright,
and good for you / very good

•Banana - satisfying

•Avocado – rich in knowl-
edge and experience, with big
hearts / tasty and challenging

•Plum•Pineapple – bitter-sweet

•Passionfruit – as most 
people in U3A are passionate
about teaching and learning

•Cherry – top of the cake

•Mango – nourishing and
zingy

Questions 26,27,28 – If U3A Tod were an animal / a piece of furniture / a fruit,
what would it be and why? 



Question 29 – Overall, how important is U3A Tod to you?

18 nil responses

Friendliness / Friends / Social
•Welcoming, friendly, can be yourself.
•Quite important as a source of info and friendship.
•I enjoy the monthly meetings and meeting the people I know.
•My week is arranged around U3A meetings, and I would be lonely without.
•Important for older people in the town.
•An important social contact time for all.
•Look forward to going to meet people I don’t see anywhere else.
•It forms 90% of my current activities and friends.
•Friends, learning.

Other
•Would sure miss it if it weren’t part of my monthly activities.
•Really enjoy the Let’s Go trips.
•Would like to come more, but am too busy.**
•a valuable service that was lost when local authorities gave up on adult education.
•One of the best opportunities for multifarious social outlet/interaction/education.
•Helps to keep me busy.

Question 30 – Are there any ways in which you think U3A Todmorden
could be improved?

•Be nearer or spread into Halifax.
•A monthly report could be distributed on noticeboards round town or in the local paper.
•Encourage more arts/crafts and eventually industry e.g. design, upholstery, mechanics, plumbing,
engineering, business skills.
•More coaches on trips.
•More groups. Publish Let’s Go dates 3 months in advance but don’t change the booking policy.
•Increase number of SIGs.
•More links with ‘The College’.
•Be more academic.
•Continue to add groups as some groups are full.
•Would like to know when places become available in groups. Even closed groups might have two
floating taster places available.

11 responses ‘It’s fine as it is’.


